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What did you like most about this instructor’s teaching methods?
1. Prof. Yunus is such a quality professor. She is so knowledgeable but
it is her ability to TEACH the subject matter that makes her so invaluable to this school. Finance can be overwhelming and sometimes
quite difficult to understand but Prof.Yunus makes it so easy by not
only providing supplementary course material to further explain the
concepts, but she explains it in such a way that it is easy to understand. Always prepared and fields any and all questions. She is very
open and allows students to feel comfortable when asking questions or
seeing her during office hours. She really cares about her students and
wants them to do well - it shows.
2. What was most helpful was her concern of each and everyone of her
students success in passing her class. She prepared great lecture notes
for her students that was more helpful than the required text for the
course. Dr. Yunus is a wonderful and caring hands on professor that
goes beyond the call of duty when it comes to the hours that she extend
to her students that are struggling with the subject material. I’ve never
had a professor before that utilizes so much of her own time that is taken
away from her family to ensure that her students who are in need of
that extra one on one attention get what they need. Dr. Yunus is the
best!!!!!
3. Professor Yunus is an excellent professor. She provided great lecture
notes, practices quizzes, sample exam questions, and conducted her lectures in a fun and engaging way. She went above and beyond to make
herself available to her students and was highly communicative about

her availability and interest in helping any student who wanted assistance. She had grades ready in a very timely fashion, sometimes even
having them available on thesame day. Her exams were challenging,
but not so excruciatingly difficult as to discourage the students’ from
trying in the future. She brings a unique humor and sense of lightness
to the classroom, while still managing to maintain control of the class,
which is refreshing. I have already recommended her to several of my
friends who need to take this course, as I truly believe she’s a fantastic
professor, who genuinely cares about her students, the material, and
this school.
4. Dr. Nafeesa Yunus provided very effective content-specific course materials (Non-textbook resource/Developed by Dr. Yunus), and supplemented the resources with structured chapter overviews, concept application, and also by providing critical problem-set examples. These
learning materials enabled me to focus on chapter-specific core challenges, and then proceed to the development and application of effective problem solving strategies. Her pedagogical methodology provided
me with a natural segue to acquiring a clear, concise, and thorough understanding of the collective concepts. Her innate knowledge of the
student academic experience afforded her a unique perspective which
she has effectively leveraged for the benefit of her Fin. 471 students.
Her strength as a professor is her ability to simplify the complex, and
provide students with an effective and insightful learning experience.
5. She shows interest in every student and cares that everyone learns the
material, she has a great teaching style and is available if needed for
extra assistance. If all my professors were like her, it would be perfect.
6. A great person. She cares about the students and wants everyone to
do well. She will bend over backwards to help students after class and
extend office hours to accommodate those who are having difficulties.
She makes it known to the students to always ask for help and does
not shun those who ask ’stupid’ questions. I appreciate what she does
as a teacher and wish her the best.
7. She explained the material very well and she enjoyed the material. Her
method is to maintain a relaxed classroom environment with a great
deal of focus on the important information. She gave a clear, concise

explanation of difficult concepts. She was my best teacher this semester
and in my university experience!
8. Professor Yunus cares about students more than any other professor I
have ever had in the past 3 years. She helps those who have learning
differences and encourages everyone to ask questions they have until
they completely understand the material.
9. Dr. Yunus is very concerned about the success of each student. I don’t
often go to professors for help but she spent time going over anything
I wasn’t understanding and pushed me to practice the problems. One
of the most dedicated professors I have encountered at UB
10. This is my second course with Dr. Yunus and I will say it has been
rewarding working with an instructor that knows what’s happening in
the market and can relay the information in a comprehensive way while
keeping the subject stimulating and enjoyable.
11. She treats students like they were her own children, and makes sure we
understand. She uses examples that keep us entertained, while allowing
us to learn finance. This is my 3rd time taking finance 300, and i wish
i had her sooner.she is amazing!!!
12. Everything was clearly defined, very friendly and professional, with lots
of office hours for additional help. If I go on to graduate school, I would
look for her classes. One of the best!
13. Dr. Yunus has been an excellent professor. Her use of actual current
assets has been most helpful. I learned the principles of professional real
estate investing and know how to apply them in my career. Everything
was worthwhile.
14. She has a great deal of financial experience and background, which
helped us to understand the material better.
15. Clear explanation, let students ask any kind of question, The intructor
accepts and treats all questions as important. This helped me understand the cours. always ready to help studends to understand, master
the cours, and pass the class with high grades. The multiple office
hours were more then helpful. God bless Dr yunus.

16. The professor is very well suited for UB’s demographic, her interpersonal skills enable her to leverage her invaluable experience.
17. She makes finance theories and formulas so simply to understand. She
instructs us how to use calculator for supporting us working on finance
problems over and over. She even give us help any time during weekend
holidays and spring break.
18. The instructor provided written lectures in addition to the in class lecture. This allowed students with different learning styles to be able to
digest the information in a method best for them. She was easily accessible through email and through extended office hours and encouraged
students to use both methods to access her for clarification of concepts
discussed in class.
19. Material outline and explanations in class was great.
20. The instructor applied relevant outside experience to course work. By
far she’s the best Professor Ive had at the University of Baltimore.
21. The continuous reinforcement of what we learned in every class. The
notes created are very helpful. In class exercises and problems are
helpful too. Overall, one of the best professors at ub!!
22. Professor Yunus is a great professor in so many ways. You can tell that
she cares not only for the student’s academic career, but lifelong skill
development to enhance their professional career. She accomplishes this
by making herself regularly available to students during the semester,
and provides a well developed lesson plan that incorporates real world
themes that we will truly take advantage of in a real life situation.
23. When ever I need help with anything she was available for me to talk
to. she even helped me one on one for about an hour after class.
24. Seemed to apply a- need to know in the business world- aspect to the
material, cut out the frivolous stuff. Also a warm personality and easy
to approach.
25. Her specific style of teaching is engaging. I learned a great deal. Love
her unique style of teaching!

26. Professors like Mrs. Yunus’ is what separates this institution from the
rest. Her passion for teaching mixed with her sincere desire of students
growth, is what makes her a invaluable asset of the university. I always
recommend professor Yunus’ to all of my peers not because she might
be easy, but because she is awesome in every way.
27. Extremely, knowledgeable professor and helps students to her potential.
Keep up the excellent work professor.
28. Dr. Yunus made learning finance fun and interesting. She uses outside
examples to make the course materials relevant in real life. She is a
teacher who goes above and beyond to make certain that her students
understand the material. Additionally, she is available for her students
- with convenient office hours.
29. Dr. Nafeesa Yunus demonstrated a high skill in Financial management
to the extend that she would explain materials in various ways for
students to understand. I feel as if I can now be a Financial analyst
before graduating
30. She is never too busy to take an appointment to meet with me or any
other students; most of the time that I have been to her office for help,
I had to stand in line and wait for my turn, so that she can take care of
other students who were there before me for help also; Nafeesa Yunus
is an asset to the University of Baltimore.
31. Professor Yunus continuously throughout the semester extended office
hours and sent out annoyingly helpful reminders of her extended office
hours to ensure that every student was offered an opportunity to achieve
a favorable grade in her class
32. The professor’s approach to pedagogy is very effective & derives successful outcomes for engaged students.
33. The learn by doing approach. The handouts were really informative.
34. I enjoyed how Dr Yunus discussed how finance is used in the real world,
and she didn’t make us do simple algebra calculations that the class
can already do.
35. Things were posted promptly online and given out in class as well.

36. vary of office hours to meet everyone busy schedule clear teaching methods posted lecture before class brreaks the rules and steps of finace into
everyday language so you can easily understand very good professor, i
enjoied my semester with her
37. Plenty of real life examples. Dr. Yunus’ lecture notes were very helpful.
38. I really appreciated having the lecture notes available on webtycho.
Professor Yunus is very flexible and understanding. She made everything very easy to understand and actually remember.
39. I like that the teacher is very down to earth and is relateable to her
students. Also very easy to understand material.
40. Professor Yunus’s provided a structured teaching methodology supported with customized support materials. The supplemental materials offer a clear, concise, & informative understanding of all course
related materials. Additionally, the materials add clarity to otherwise
ambiguous & lengthy chapters which provide students the necessary
clarity to succeed.
41. Dr. Yunus really cares about her students and goes out of her way
to make great lecture notes and is always available for office hours. I
enjoyed taking the course because she simplified the material in a way
everyone can understand. I Would love to take another course with Dr.
Yunus in the future.
42. Dr. Yunus is incredibly helpful and available to her students. She
also cares about them personally and wants them to do well and her
teaching methods reflect this.
43. Instructor Nafeesa Yunus is an expert in Real Estate Finance and she
knows how to teach this course to her students; she takes her time
with each individual student teaching, and making sure each step is
well understood.
44. Dr Yunus always brought our lectures to real life by not just going
by the book but by making it a class that pertained to our life and
our career objectives. It was always to stay intersted in what she was
talking about and if anything was unclear, she would make sure we all
understood before moving onward.

45. The helpful about Prof Yunus in her teaching methods is that she will
break it down and give tutoring if anyone needs it. She always have
her office hours for anyone who need assistance.
46. The in class examples using yahoo finance was very helpful because
it provided actual examples that change and were interesting. Also,
I could access this information outside of the classroom and use it to
practice with.
47. I like how she would tell us how we can use each lesson we learn in
class in the real world. For example, she would tell us this is useful if
when you are looking to invest in stocks or bonds, or of you want to
figure out your monthly car payment.
48. Her openness to discuss finance and real world situations, even when it
was personal info. She has a warm personality, but is not a push-over.
I enjoyed her mannerisms, she had a nice way of dealing with us.
49. the greatest professor at UB
50. Professsor Yunus knows how to connect with students, I find her to be
very smart and a great asset to the University of Baltimore.
51. Finance is a difficult concept; however, professor Yunus tries to make
it as easy to comprehend as possible. Compared to student who have
taken this course with other professors, I consider myself lucky enough
to have a professor who can simplify some of the more difficult concepts.
52. She explained things very thoroughly. The materials she used for teaching purposes were promptly posted online for the students to use. I
really enjoyed the in-class quiz that required group participation. It
helped me understand the areas better that I was uncertain about or
did not understand at all.
53. Professor Yunus takes her time in explaining the course concept to my
level of understanding which makes it more interesting for me. I will
recommend her to other students.
54. Organization and patience

55. Patience, passion for the subject and persistent with explaining essential material.
56. She is organized aand manages to help students understand the Big so
What. Her information is about quality and not just quantity.
57. Her extensive hands on knowledge of the subject. Dr. Yunus is a finance
GENIUS who knows finance and the relevant formulas so impressively.
58. the instructors used sakai for lecture notes
59. She posts the assignments and worksheet treated in class on-line for
student for extra studying. Great!
60. The Financial Calculator Tutorial that the Professor handed out at the
beginning of the semester was extremely valuable. Professor Yunus is
a great professor. She understands that this is a difficult subject for
a lot of students to excel in but she does her best to make sure you
understand the material and the easiest way to get to the answer. I
think she is doing an excellent job.
61. I really enjoyed the professor’s methodology. I have taken her for two
semesters and I’m planning to register with her next semester again
62. Clear, precise and straight to the point,provided a lot of opportunity
for improvement
63. While many professors focus on the material at hand, professor Yunus’
focused on the student’s progress and their understanding of the material. Professor Yunus’ also made the class interesting and fun. For
many students Finance is a had topic to digest, however, the way in
which she explained the material using real applicable examples, allowed for a better and much easier way to grasp the concepts. Her
exams were fair, comprehensible and pertaining to the chapter studied.
64. Everything. The best proffesor ever!
65. Professor Nafessa, broke down the work, where, if you never took a
finance class you could understand the material. She was excellent in
making sure weunderstood the material, ensuring if needed after class
help, one on one.

66. Dr. Yunus is a great teacher. She is very fair. She has extensive office
hours and is very easy to talk to. I would definitely take a class with
her again.
67. I can always relate to her in-class examples and use them in real life.
She is always available.
68. She always gave the students the opportunity to meet with her, even
when no one had even asked. She always made very clear(both during
class and through e-mail) that she would be available each week to help
and would work around any student’s schedule.
69. She REALLY explains what is being taught.
70. real-life material
71. Use of related life examples.
72. The time that the instructor took to reveiw the calculator operations
73. Dr. Yunus is always willing to help her students. She makes sure the
students get the most out of her lectures.
74. She is very knowledgeable about the course material and was very open
and helpful.
75. Dr. Yunus is willing to extend her office to help any student that needs
her.
76. The notes and outlines she provided were very helpful. She included
modern day references and examples to help aid the learning in the
course.
77. Most useful is the fact that Dr. Yunus likes to teach and work out
problems step by step in a way that allows the student to understand
and feel comfortable with the material.
78. She offers alot of after class hours to help students
79. Made learning fun

80. Went through problems showing exactly how to do it. Took the time
to make sure everyone caught on. Seemed to care about the individual
student doing well.
81. The instructor is extremly helpful in answering any students questions.
She also is very considerate and takes into account the fact that her
students have a personal life outside of class.
82. She always started the lectured with a quick review of what we previously covered in the chapter. She answers all questions even if you ask
it a few times. She provides a lot of office time to help you if you still
are not able to understand in class.
83. The notes and handouts provided by the professor were better and
more helpful than the textbook that was provided for the course.
84. She incorporated a lot of practice problems to make sure we understood
the concepts. She also gave exceptional outlines to use as studyguides
for the test. She always went over anything you didn;t understand or
slowed down if you were falling behind.
85. I like how she took her time to allow us to understand the material.
Most professors do not so her justice of doing this allowed me to understand this course as a whole.
86. she’s easy going
87. her knowledge on the subject help my interest in the subject.
88. Her lectures were very easy to understand and her notes were awesome!
She was very understanding and fair to all students.
89. She provided helpful notes with each lecture and practice problems to
help guide us on what was to be expected on the exams.
90. provided all of the information needed to complete the course, and
helped students use the calculator and had a back up information on
web tycho if students could not keep up.
91. I liked the teacher willingness and eagerness to want to help the students with leaning during the first half of the semester.

92. She started out strong given us the understanding of tools needed for
this class.
93. She took her time and explained everything and made sure you understood the information until she moved to the next thing. She has a lot
of patience and she made the class very fun and exciting.
94. The instructor gives us enough support for comprehension of the course
material through handouts and online postings.
95. Problem solving in class helps prepare us for the tests. Instructor’s
notes are easily followed.
96. The instructor was very knowledgable! I liked the instructor’ s review
methods. The instructor always took the time out to review the text!
97. She tries her best to explain things clearly and makes herself available
98. she was always available to help; i could literally drop by her office and
she would stop to help me
99. She had actual experience
100. She would teach material about the course, and cater to those who had
questions dealing with finance that might be addressed in higher level
finance classes. She always offered office hours. I loved this class and
teacher.
101. Very clear, she show knowledge of the course
102. She was very clear and smart
103. She is knowledgeable, friendly, available and fair.
104. she is fair
105. thourghly explained all material and theorys.
106. enough examples and solutions to understand
107. Showing examples in class, having us use yahoo finance in our project
108. She was knowledgeable in regards to the subject.

109. She did not waste time explaining elementary information. She used
class time well and cared about the progress of the course and real
world application.
110. She knows the material.
111. Instructed was knowledgeable about the topics covered.
112. She understood the material.
113. In class instruction
114. i liked that we did problems in class together so that we could make
sure that we understood the materials.
115. The instructor was candid and kept the course interesting.
116. She used examples to demonstrate various concepts
117. That she reinforced the material with her notes.
118. she is an engaging instructor, applying relevant real-life situations to
the course elements.
119. Her through knowledge of the subject.
120. lots of examples
121. we were able to practice questions similar to test questions in the class
before the test.
122. Grading policy
123. If there were any questions she would address them until the student
understood.
124. Instructor was very approachable made class and subject very easy to
grasp.
125. She clearly understands the material.
126. Nothing!

127. Felt the instructor’s notes were very valuable. Also liked the testing
methods.
128. Alaway willing to help, gave students opportunities to do better.
129. Utilizing the financial calculator simulated work situations.
130. easy to grasp concepts
131. Stayed very on top of what was layer out in the syllabus and did a very
good job at explaining things that were not understood.
132. The Exam Outlines
133. Providing slides/lecture notes w/ her lectures
134. Willing to work with me, when I needed help.
135. explained methods clearly and more than once until everyone got the
hang of all the formulas
136. She used everyday stock analysis resources. Such as Yahoo Finance.
137. Practice problems done in class.
138. excel and portfolio
139. The instructor took time to make sure everyone who asked for help got
the help they needed and understood what was going on.
140. Made a complex subject simplistic
141. Showed us how she was reaching conclusions by using excel and internet
and displaying on the screen.
142. Her notes were very helpful as opposed to the book.
143. Professor always had an open door policy.
144. The method of which the instructor posted notes that were worked on
in class tpo Sakia
145. She was very knowledgeable and passionate about the topic.

146. The reviews and the ablity to go online to print material used for this
course.
147. good amount of in class problem solving
148. She use great examples
149. when practical examples were given to apply the lecture instructions
150. The instructor ensured that everyone understood the information.
151. her attention and patience to make sure that no one is left behind
152. It was very helpful that she was always avaliable to answer questions
and students could visit during office hours to get extra help.
153. repetition of the important thing that we were covering in class
154. She was very concerned about everyones understanding of the subject
matter and used excellent examples to get her point across.
155. her hand outs
156. The professor was able to show us how we would use this in our own
lives.
157. Very detailed an explisit in presentations
158. Instructor took the time to demonstate each problem set necessary for
course understanding during the class periods and posted solutions to
Sakai after each class period as study aids.
159. She provided real world examples and slowed down so students could
understand the concepts
160. I liked how the instructor went over examples in class to make it easier
for everyone to be able to understand rather than relying on the text.
161. She spent time to make sure that everything was easy to understand.
162. She’s worried about how students are doing in the course.

163. the instructor takes time to help you during office hours if you should
need extra help in addtion she uses spread sheet and yahoo finance
and other technologies while bringing real life work force experiecnces
to the course.
164. She incorporated her own notes and real life experience in her lectures.
She never taught word from word from the book.
165. thoroughly covering material and offering plenty of one on one discussion
166. This is a great professor. Professor Yunus is a welcoming professor, she
makes sure that each student grasp each concept.
167. The instructor went out of her way to make lecture notes that are very
helpful. The lecture notes are a great aid when studying for exam. She
makes very difficult topics easy to understand. Overall i enjoyed taking
this class.
168. The teacher was very knowledgeable in the field she teaches. She is
organized and the way she teaches the course helps better understand
concepts and methods.
169. Always willing to help, above and beyond commitment to availability.
170. always willing to help and encourage students to come to her office for
help.
171. She takes her time to explains her notes. She is very patient, caring
and make sure that, everyone is on the same track and no one is left
behind.
172. The real-world examples that the professor provided in order to better
portray the information in a more relevant and realistic setting.
173. She explained the concepts more than one way for all students to capture its understanding
174. Her written lectures. Very useful!!! Very helpful!!
175. The office hours & invitations to get help when needed

176. She made every concept clear and repeated them multiple times until
they were drilled in our minds. Very very helpful.
177. nothing to add keep up the good work.
178. I really liked that we were given so much time to complete the project.
179. She did everything in her power to help me and other students . She
wanted us to succeed and did her best to help.
180. the way she teach the material step by step.
181. Her method of teaching is clear and understandable, with in class power
point presentation.
182. She made herself available for extensive hours every week.
183. Dr. Yunus supplied extra handouts that helped a great deal in explaining the unit topics further
184. she explains the course in a normal english language so we can undersatnd she makes sure that you understand Always avaiable to help
185. additional material provided in class
186. Instructor created clear and understandable notes and made them easily availiable through sakai.
187. I learned a lot in this class, and I am so glad I chose this class as one
of my electives.
188. Very nice and insightful during class and brought in current stock information
189. The instructor gave very detailed examples and preparation for test.
190. Organization!
191. she very instructive and explain the course with details for students to
better understand the course
192. she gave life examples.

193. showing us the things on the screen
194. Class is very hands-on,makes it very easy to grasp what would otherwise
be a tedious subject.
195. Professor Yunnus really explained and took the time to help students
in and out of class time.
196. Dr. Yunus thoroughly explained what we needed to study and her
exam reviews were very helpful.
197. Office hours were right after class.
198. She was willing to sit down and explain the information better, if you
needed additional help.
199. Notes were very helpful
200. The provided, custom power point presentations were quite helpful.
Ex. applied examples and problems
201. This instructor had helpful power points that she put on webtyco.
202. understood what she was teaching and explained it very well with additional examples from real life. helpful exam reviews
203. She took time to answer my questions after class.
204. Her insight on the subject that she teaches. She knows her information
greatly.
205. She would sometimes go around the class room to make sure student
understood the work.
206. The textbook was helpful and the professor’s overall teaching methods
were outstanding.
207. She used real life examples.
208. The teacher made things very clear
209. the outlines about the exams.

210. she is available for the students
211. self-made handouts that mirrored course requirements
212. Dr. Yunus is very patient which aids tremendously with the learning
process.
213. Her knowledge and ability to relay the information. The teaching tools
she used is very helpful.
214. The teacher did not just teach straight from the book she taught in a
way i was able to understand the material
215. Instructor communicated the concepts and subject material clearly and
effectively during her lectures. Her lectures were easy to follow and
comprehend.
216. Professor Yunus was thorough in explaining material and concepts.
She moved fast enough to challenge students, but not too fast to leave
others behind.
217. examples and practice quizzes
218. She used real life examples to explain things to us.
219. Very clear, she showed knowledge of the course
220. Everything, extra office hours was the best part of the class
221. Dr. Yunus used class time effectively and efficiently. She gave clear
examples that provided relevant information.
222. The lectures were well thought out, organized, and translated from
textbook definitions to examples we could relate to. They were also
posted on Sakai, which helped to follow along and then review easily
for tests.
223. The examples worked together in class with a focus on ensuring each
student was able to find the answer to the problem and understand
why that is the answer.
224. GAve lots of practice problems and explained went over how to calculate answers thoroughly

225. clear, understanding of explanation of her teaching methods.
226. very helpful and reliable
227. Her notes were really helpful.
228. I am very thankful for Professor Yunus teaching us the real estate
finance model. I appreciate the fact that I know how to evaluate a
project budget
229. The extra handouts that we received in class. I think there should be
one text book instead of getting handouts.
230. the instruction was very clear
231. The instructor really took her time to help students learn the material.
She also gave alot of time for office hours.
232. The teacher gave many different examples to work through.
233. she was a great help assistant. She was available to help more than we
needed her
234. The Professor provided us with almost all the course materials to read
which is unique. simply astounding
235. The time and her instructions.
236. Very clear and very helpful with any material that might have been
unclear.
237. The most helpful about this instructor’s teaching methods are the supplements given, in addition to reading the textbook.
238. instructors was willing and able to provide addtional help beyond the
provided material.
239. The concepts from her lecture notes posted on Sakai were helpful although sometimes confusing with many spelling errors or typos.
240. Willing to go over material until you understood.
241. very clear on instructions and expectations.

242. her concern for the students to learn the material
243. Dr. Yunus always provides clear examples of the complicated theories
that we are tasked with learning, ultimately making them very simple
to comprehend and apply.
244. She was patient and took her time so that everyone could be on the
same page.
245. He teaching style was very easy to understand and apply to real world
situations. However she can teach very fast.
246. Her lectures were very clear and easy to understand. I thought she was
great.
247. If you did not understand the lesson she will go over it step by step
and she would be available whenever you need her.
248. Professor Yunus does everything possible to help out her students when
she can. I liked how she used Sakai a lot to upload study materials for
future exams. Sakai helped me out a lot while taking this class.
249. Her after hours provided for students who needed additional help or
had any questions about the course.
250. Her office hours were wonderful. SHe was always available.
251. Her notes and availability for extra help.
252. Even though she was confushin at times, she still made the class interesting and fun. Her notes were AMAZING and very well put together.
253. How interactive the professor was with students during her lectures.
254. her lecture notes were very helpful. I prefered them to the text book.
255. She provided amazing notes!
256. She had a variety range of office hours to ensure student’s could receive
additional help if needed.

257. Professor Yunus simplified the learning process in solving by teaching
us the information we needed to know. We were able to learn the
formulas without having to solve all the Algebra. This is wise teaching
since students have already taken the time consuming course of Algebra
and we were able to focus on what we needed to learn. I feel I have a
better understanding of how to solve finance problems.
258. Handouts/online files were helpful in preparing for exams/ course concepts.
259. She really cared about the students and wanted each person to truly
succeed in her class. She sent out weekly emails explaining her availability that week so the students could maximize their time with her.
260. She had a lot of office hours and was always concerned about how
students were doing.
261. She was always available whenever you need her.
262. Mrs. Yunus always made sure everyone understood the topic before
moving on. The course sounds difficult but she made it easy.
263. She had very helpful notes on the subjects we covered and she would
post them online for easy access.
264. Relates course information to real life situations. Really cares about
the students.
265. Creates own notes for the class to read. Clear outlines on each chapters.
266. The most helpful teaching method are her PDF lectures. Wonderful!
267. She is very interactive with students and wants you to learn the material
and do better in class.
268. She took the time to explain concepts when we were confused
269. The way Professor focus on outside material as well to make student
understand.She just didn’t go everything from the book,instead she
showed us how things works in finance, in real world.She showed us
how bonds, stocks work outside and showed us online.That was really
nice and was very easy to understand the material.

270. It ’s not solely from the book and it provides a connection to the real
world application of what we’re learning.
271. She was always willing to work with her students. She went the extra
mile
272. Her notes that she posted on saikai, I would say the text book was not
necessary, because I almost never opened the Text book the professors
notes and handouts were fantastic
273. She is very willing to help all students in any way possible and her class
is very organized so that students know
274. exactly what is going on throughout the whole semester.
275. She made herself available for all of her students. She cares about there
success.
276. Her continuous reinforcement of the information. Her availability of
time and help for availability.
277. Her office timings and availability. The examples in class, and lecture
notes.
278. She made sure every student understood the material, very helpful
great office hours.
279. Knowledge of the course material, Professor Yunus always offers her
students additional assistance and she takes her time to explain the
problems to make sure that we understand them. She is extremely
accommodating and very knowledgeable. I love the hand outs and the
in class quizzes are very helpful as well.
280. The way she clearly explained lessons
281. I like that the professor gave us practice quizzes
282. the instructor was very thorough in her explanation of material taught
during class and allowed students to participate with feedback

283. She was able to break down the terminology. Some of the concepts
were really confusing but Prof Yunus was able to put real life scenarios to enforce the concept. It really helped with understanding the
information.
284. She made herself available to help
285. She is very clear and concise during each lesson, so helpful that most
times I did not need the textbook to reference material.
286. She Explained all the material that that the average student can understand.
287. She went over the problems and made sure that everyone was learning.
She adjusted her speed based on the class’s understanding.
288. Professor Yunus has excellent slides and material to teach the course,
she posts everything online and the exams include the same things
learned in class.
289. She is overly helpful and always willing to go above and beyond to
assist her students.
290. Teacher displayed vast knowledge of material.
291. The packets she posted on Sakai. Actually using her office hours.
292. A lot of student support. The text wasn’t the best so she provided
us with useful handouts. She also helped with calculator issues which
in my opinion was going above and beyond for students who had not
experience using the ba2. She also made herself more than available
with reminder emails and plenty of available office hours for extra help.
293. Her availability and extensive office hours
294. Professor Yunus provided homework/study materials that reinforced
learning objectives, she went over those assignments in full detail, she
also provided outside learning materials in addition to her own compilation of helpful learning materials that explained theories in greater
detail
295. She always tries to reach out to help the students

296. study guides before exams
297. Very knowledgable and helpful. She made herself available for extra
help during office hours to go over anything we didn’t understand. She
is a great teacher who really seems to care about her students and really
wants them to learn and understand the material.
298. She has many office hours and is always ready to help students learn
concepts they may be struggling with.
299. She stayed within the syabllus with little to no changes :)
300. Being interactive with the class, understanding our needs and helping
us understand the material.
301. she was always available to offer students extra help and explained
the materials in details as many times as possible to make sure that
students understand.
302. Dr Yunus will go out of her way to make sure students get all the help
they want.
303. She was very open to giving time outside of class to help you if extra
assistance was needed. the office hours that she will take extra time
just for you tio understand it.
304. Works with you to make sure you understand the concepts

